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Introduction
The diversity and magnificent aura of Indian traditional 

textiles and the pristine craft forms is acknowledged globally with 
many mainstream, high end designers recreating the splendor of 
indigenous art forms in their runway collections. The exquisite 
aesthetics, uniqueness, touch, feel and charm of hand curated fine 
workmanship by artisans and craftsperson narrate the story of 
their splendor and enriched heritage in the developed end products 
like apparels, accessories and home textiles. Have said all that, 
the artisans and craftsmen still struggle to meet both ends meet 
and are forced to switch over to other employment avenues will 
minimal growth and promotion avenues in their native domains. 
The ardent need is thus lucrative association of designers with 
artisans and craftsmen to ensure that age old, pristine and rich 
heritage does not die out on account of no takers of their art forms 
on domestic platforms. Since time immemorial, there have been 
movements and clamor to support the cause of skilled yet under 
privileged workforce, uplift their social and economic stature,  

 
fostering self-reliance encouraging them to pass their rich legacy 
to future generations and provide a holistic showcasing platform 
for their fine workmanship. Undoubtedly, apart from designers and 
manufacturers, the consumers can also play their part in supporting 
the indigenous artisans and craftsmen by giving precedence to 
home grown, indigenous and local artisanal brands and design 
collections over luxury and high-end international brands [1-
5]. The concept of Vocal for local can be imbibed and practically 
implemented when consumers develop pungent for domestically 
developed artisanal ensembles and are wary to make deliberate 
purchases to support local artisans and craftsmen. Consequently, 
the Indian craftsmen hold a fair chance not to earn a means of 
livelihood without thinking of alternate career avenues but also 
to showcase their skills, artforms thereby preventing the gradual 
dyeing out of the art forms connected to our roots. 

Modern eras have witnessed common vested aspirations and 
interests of consumers towards experimental and unconventional 
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fashion as a means to stay connected to their roots and heritage. 
The Indian craft clusters has been instrumental to cater to the likes 
and aspirations of fashion connoisseurs transcending demographic 
boundaries by amalgamation of incredible and exclusive skill, 
heritage and dynamism. Nevertheless, the experimental and 
vanity fashion has been hardly hit, slowing down the markets and 
big retails that affect clusters of craft and indigenous artforms 
in unprecedented pandemic times. A drastic shift in consumers 
buying behavior has been observed in the current scenario. The 
unpleasing layoffs, increased unemployment and toll on country’s 
economic growth have all instilled a feeling of insecurity among the 
masses. Accordingly, consumers have been refraining themselves 
from mindless shopping and have been more watchful of quantities 
they buy and the ecological impact of their purchases [6-9]. The 
struggling and hapless plight of country’s workforce cannot be 
undermined who had been forced to migrate to their native places 
and countryside owing to country wide lock downs and shutting 
down of major industrial establishments. The nationwide clamor 
and empathy towards blue collared workers, artisans and craftsmen 
fostered the designers to step forward and stand out for indigenous 
artisans and craftsmen ensuring that each artisan could at least 
earn their bread and butter if not lavish income sources. The ardent 
need of the hour is thus endorsement of indigenous craftsmanship 
and traditional textiles by re-creation of the techniques with 
modern/contemporary design aesthetics to support the artisans 
and workforce financially and providing a larger audience and 
global markets for their hand curated end products. 

Designers have been proactive in supporting artisans and 
craftsmen by associating with them for their runway collections 
showcasing foray of traditional and had crafted ensembles. 

Designers have been blending traditional artforms and 
techniques with modern sensibilities for creation of exquisite 
contemporary wear. Accordingly, the combined efforts and 
association of designers and budding entrepreneurs with artisans 
have brought spotlight on rich Indian heritage, art, tradition and 
textiles reviving the techniques in their recurring styles as well. 
Additionally, a sustained source of employment and livelihood to 
artisans along with opportunity to showcase their unparalleled 
skills internationally is ensued by lucrative collaboration. High 
end designers like Manish Malhotra, Anita Dongre, Rahul Mishra 
and Anavila Misra, Rina Singh and Gautam Gupta have been 
instrumental in working hand in hand with artisans thereby 
launching exclusive design collections that speak volumes about 
rich heritage of traditional textiles and hand curated workmanship.  

a) Designer Manish Malhotra have been doing so for a while now, 
he supports hundreds through his Project Mijwan. 

b) Anita Dongre works very closely with SEWA artisans for Aari 
work from different villages for Soi Bharat. Soi Bharat work 
is instantly recognizable by its nature-inspired motifs and 
beautiful craftsmanship. 

c) Designer Rahul Mishra, couture felt like a ray of hope and faith. 
He believes that the collection united them as they started 
creating at the safety of their homes.  The core idea behind his 
latest “Butterfly People” collection was to cultivate sustainable 
employment for the craft community. 

d) Designer and many more have been standing by the artisans.

Design & development of traditional design collection - 
Desi Treasure

Design collection “Desi Treasure” comprising of assortment of 
hand curated home decor, apparels and accessories embellished 
with hand embroidery, applique work, patch work, tie & dyeing, 
hand painting was developed with an indent to promote traditional 
textiles and artforms.  The design motivation for the collection was 
inspired from artisans, local dyers and indigenous craftsmen. Every 
stitch and knot were strongly related to the present and future of an 
artisan, especially hit by the pandemic.  The highlights of collection 
included the usage of vibrant colors, nature inspired motifs, flaura 
and fauna, geometrical patterns and hand curated ensembles. 
Figures 1-4 shows the hand curated design collection embellished 
with varying surface ornamentation techniques. A variety of fabrics 
like cotton, velvet, tafetta, viscose rayon, shantoon and georgette 
were chosen as base material for surface embellishment and 
making up of articles.  The chosen embellishment technique was 
hand painting, tie & dyeing, hand embroidery. Hand embroidery 
was accomplished by utilizing vibrant coloured, two plied or single 
plied cotton, silk, zari embroidery threads, sequins, and mirrors. 
The stitches chosen for motifs comprised of running stitches, satin 
stitches, blanket stitches, chevron stitches, honeycomb stitches, 
fishbone stitches, bullion knots, French knots, eyelets, saltwork etc. 
that are traditionally used. Tie & dyeing was accomplished by first 
tying the fabric in a predetermined pattern and then dyeing using 
natural ingredients. Hand Painting was accomplished by painting 
motifs inspired from nature by hand on the textile surface.  The 
inspiration for motifs was garnered from artisans and indigenous 
craftsmen who peruse this traditional art form as means of their 
livelihood. Motifs inspired from traditional embroideries of India 
like Kantha of Bengal, Kutch of Gujarat, Kashida of Kashmir, 
Chikankari of Lucknow, Phulkari of Punjab etc. using traditionally 
used materials, techniques and motifs (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the 
developed home décor artifacts like cushion covers, tea coasters etc. 
embellished by hand painting, tie & dyeing, hand embroidery, patch 
work inspired from traditional art forms. The design collection 
also comprised of hand curated embellished fashion accessories 
as shown in Figure 3. Traditional apparels were designed and 
embellished using traditional techniques like hand embroidery 
inspired from indigenous crafts using embroidery threads, zari 
threads, sequins, beads, mirrors etc (Figure 4). The embellished 
ensembles were rated by respondents subjectively in terms of 
aesthic and visual appeal. The subjective trials suggested that 
respondents preferred the home decor and apparels embellished 
with hand embroidery.
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Figure 1: Motifs for Hand embroidered selected for embellishment of design collection.

Figure 2: Hand Curated & embellished home textiles.
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Figure 3: Hand Curated & embellished fashion accessories.

Figure 4: Hand Curated & embellished ethnic wear.
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Conclusion
The pandemic era has been a learning experience for designers 

and consumers alike to revamp their design collection and 
wardrobe.  The transition towards local and indigenous hand 
curated articles is the need of the hour to support artisans and 
strengthen the weakening economy.  The design collection - Desi 
Treasure comprising of hand embellished apparels, accessories and 
home decors was designed with the objective to pay tribute to local 
artisans and strengthening the concept of “Vocal for Local”.  The 
subjective evaluation of the design collection suggested that the 
motifs chosen for embroidery and the assortment of end articles 
was likeable by the respondents.
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